
MINOH LOCAL 
HISTORY MUSEUM
箕面市立郷土資料館

Minoh Local History Museum

Minoh Sun Plaza Building No. 1 B1F, 6-3-1 Minoh
Minoh City, Osaka 562 - 0001
TEL 072-723-2235 FAX 072-724-9694

Open hours

Days closed

Entrance fee

10am - 5pm
Thursdays, 29th December to 3rd January
Free
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● Train
Hankyu Minoh Line, get off at 
Minoh station, 130m to the east.
● Bus
Get off at Minoh station, 130m 
to the east.
● Car
Please use the Minoh Sun 
Plaza Building No. 1 southern 
Minoh Eki-mae Daiichi Carpark 
(for a fee).

Access

Minoh Local History Museum Floor Map

Shinke, Onohara area

Kayano Village Area Map

Saigoku Kaidō (Yamazaki Michi) Map

Shinke large torii

Entrance Shop

Kayano Village Area Map Corner

Saigoku Kaidō (Yamazaki Michi) Map Corner

Minoh Cultural and Historical Corner

Minoh Firsts & Connections Corner

Chūsonjikyō ＆ 
Daihannyakyō Corner

Glass Art Chronology 

Archeology Corner

Special Exhibition

Experience Corner

Office
Minoh Sun Plaza Building No. 1, B1F

The Minoh Local History Museum provides a bright, 
open space for Minoh's cultural and historical materials. 
Objects such as the national treasure level Chūsonjikyō, 
Daihannyakyō and the impactful Kayano Village 
Area Map are displayed. Come and have a look!

2 minute walk from Hankyu Minoh Station

Maps like this one were drawn to show who had 
rights to the land. The  Kayano Village Area Map was 
drawn when there was a lawsuit regarding Kayano 
Village, Katsuoji Temple and Ao Village. It is 3.6m 
tall, 2.6m wide and shows the mountains, rivers, 
farm fields, reservoirs and roads, along with 
temples, shrines and historical remains that still 
exist today.

The Saigoku Kaidō was an Edo Period highway that went to 
Kyoto without passing through Osaka. This highway flourished 
due to western feudal lords using it when travelling to Edo 
(now Tokyo) due to the alternate attendance system. This 
system required feudal lords to spend alternating years in their 
own domain and in Edo. This is a map that the shogunate 
ordered a magistrate to produce. Just the section with Minoh is 
over 4 meters long. The Segawa, Hanjo lodgings, distance 
markers, Katsuoji Temple and Kasuga Shrine among other 
places are marked on this map. The houses that lined the 
highway were carefully drawn individually one by one, allowing 
us to see what it would have been like at the time.
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■Experience corner

Minoh held the first lottery!

Lottery box

Asahi 
Kaku Sign

Natsume Sōseki

Asahi Kaku ~ Visited by Natsume Sōseki~

■Chūsonjikyō ＆ Daihannyakyō Corner

Chūsonjikyō (Buddhist sutras written on navy paper 
in alternating lines of gold and silver characters)

Daihannyakyō (Daihannya Haramittakyō)

Daihannyakyō (Daihannya Haramittakyō)

Segawa, Hanjo area

■Kayano Village Area Map Corner

■Saigoku Kaidō (Yamazaki Michi) Map Corner

Inatsuhiko Shrine

Katsuoji Temple

■Minoh Firsts & Connections Corner

Segawa lodging

Experience corner

Time travel to the Showa Period

Kayano Village Area Map
This map distinguishes Kayano Village 
from the Katsuoji Temple fields and Ao 
Village rice fields through the use of 
different colors. It also has notes about 
the rights to the areas.

Traditional stone distance markers on 
the road to Katsuoji Temple that still 
exist today are pictured on this map.

You can see that what is currently 
known as Kayano once had a small 
village surrounded by extensive farm 
fields.

It is said that Ryūanji Temple is where the 
lottery originated. The lottery was called 
Minoh Tomi. Wooden tags were put into a 
lottery box, then a monk would use an awl to 
stab through the hole and pull one out. This 
lottery box was actually used in the mid Edo 
Period (1748~).

Natsume Sōseki, the famous author of “I am a Cat” and 
many other works came to Minoh's Asahi Kaku in 1911. 
Sōseki's novel “To the Spring Equinox and Beyond” 
that was published in the Asahi Newspaper in 1912 
details a fictitious visit made by the character Sunaga 
Ichizō to Minoh. It is thought to be based on Sōseki's 
actual visit to Minoh.

You can try out using a rotary 
telephone and a pedal sewing 
machine from the Showa Period in 
this corner. You can also freely play 
with nostalgic traditional Japanese 
toys such as kendama and 
kaleidoscopes!

The Daihannyakyō are scrolls that were offered to Ryūanji Temple by 
Chikamatsu Monzaemon and Sakata Tōjūrō, Kabuki actors of the Edo Period. 
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Chūsonjikyō (Buddhist sutras written on navy paper in alternating lines of gold and silver characters)

The Chūsonjikyō were found in Ryūanji Temple in Minoh. They 
were dedicated to Chūsonji Temple, Ōshū province (present day 
north eastern Japan), by Fujiwara Kiyohira in the Heian Period 
(794-1185). Alternating lines of gold and silver characters are 
written on navy paper.

National Treasure Level


